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Scality Cloud Monitor transforms business with turnkey 24/7
monitoring of your Scality RING object storage platform and
S3‑optimized Scality products. It delivers unrivaled, always-on
availability for petabyte-scale cloud storage installations, providing
predictive analytics, remote alerting, capacity planning and intuitive
dashboard reporting at the touch of a button.
SCALITY CLOUD MONITOR HELPS ELIMINATE
DOWNTIME Scality makes downtime a thing of the
past, helping businesses get the most from their Scality
RING and S3 storage environments. It remotely monitors
realtime customer environments, collecting telemetry
data and compiling analytics to ensure that storage
systems stay optimized. Scality tracks how the storage
environment is currently performing so that you can plan
for success. Offering wide-open access to hundreds
of transformative diagnostic metrics and expanded
support options, it enables you to anticipate and avert
storage anomalies and maintain peak performance.
REAL-TIME MONITORING FOR ACTIONABLE
ASSESSMENTS Comprehensive dashboards
with hundreds of useful diagnostic metrics provide
intuitive and user-friendly visualizations of events. And,
the system leverages historical analysis of a large
amount of data to predict performance and objects
behavior, triggering alarms to notify when fault and
incident detection and system health checks expose
potential anomalies. Through configurable alarms and
notifications, you and the Scality Support Team will be
notified of system anomalies to help prevent issues
from happening and maintain the RING optimally.

• 24/7 remote alerting
• Capacity planning
• Customizable dashboards
• Proactive alarms
•D
 CS and standard support
product levels

THE SCALITY CLOUD MONITOR GUARANTEE
Scality features two product levels: the full-featured
level that is part of our Scality Dedicated Care Service
(DCS) support package, and a standard version, which
includes up to 15 diagnostic metrics. The DCS version,
which includes Scality’s 100 percent availability
guarantee and hundreds of transformative diagnostic
metrics, is available to all Scality Dedicated Care
Service customers. The standard version is included
in Scality’s basic support package. Both levels of Cloud
Monitor support are available to all Scality RING and
Scality S3 customers. To learn more about Scality’s
Dedicated Care Service (DCS) support package and
Cloud Monitor, visit www.scality.com/cloudmonitor.

Scality Cloud Monitor

FEATURE DESCRIPTION
CLOUD MONITOR
DIAGNOSTIC METRICS

24/7 REMOTE ALERTING
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CONFIGURABLE ALARMS

NOTIFICATIONS

CLOUD
MONITOR

PREMIUM

15

>100

✔

✔

Alarms are triggered in case of abnormal events
and changes in objects behaviors on disk storage
capacity, global RING capabilities, global RING
configurations, metrics collection. As soon as a predefined threshold is reached by any of those metrics,
an alarm is raised and Scality Support team is alerted.

✔

✔

Notifications to Scality Support team and
to the Customer, via method of customer’s
choice (hipchat, email, webhook, Slack…).
Customer can and set up/remove alarms.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

STANDARD
Information that helps anticipate and avert storage
anomalies and maintain peak performance.
The list of metrics being tracked include: load,
CPU usage, memory usage, components’ status
(connectors, nodes, and disks), as well as latency
of operations at multiple levels (disks and nodes)
Enables a real-time and contextual view
of the systems capabilities, performance
and health across geographies

CAPACITY PLANNING

Helps monitor and optimize current capacity so you
can plan for growth based on projected needs

CUSTOMIZABLE
DASHBOARDS

Intuitive interface with graphical presentation
of system capabilities, performance and health
parameters (overview and/or in-depth reporting)

AVAILABILITY
ASSURANCE

Guaranteed 100% percent software availability

MONITORING LEVELS

All-level monitoring (the RING and all of its components
(disks, nodes, biziods, buckets connectors and
more) through KPIs based on contextual behaviors
to enhance root-cause analysis of issues

CONFIGURABLE ALARMS

✔

✔

Additional alarms are triggered in the event
of abnormal changes in objects behavior on
disk capabilities, node capabilities, connector
capabilities, health check, service (un)availability

ABOUT SCALITY Scality® storage propels companies
to unify data management no matter where data lives —
from edge to core to cloud. Our market-leading file and
object storage software protects data on-premises and
in hybrid and multi-cloud environments. With RING and
ARTESCA, Scality’s approach to managing data across
the enterprise accelerates business insight for sound

✔

decision-making and maximum return on investment.
To compete in a data-driven economy, IT leaders and
application developers trust Scality to build sustainable,
adaptable solutions. Scality is recognized as a leader by
Gartner and IDC. Follow us @scality and LinkedIn.
Visit www.scality.com, or subscribe to our company
blog.

Follow us on Twitter @scality and @zenko. Visit us at www.scality.com.
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